
Osney, St Thomas & New Botley Allotments Association 
Minutes of Committee meeting 25 September 2016 
 
Present:  Nia, Pierre, Verity, Elizabeth, Sally, Sid, Gus, Nick (Chair), Sue, Jude (Minutes) 
Apologies:  Anne 
 
1. Minutes of 31 July agreed as an accurate record. 
2. Matters arising: 
• Signs:  They are being made and when they arrive, Sid and Nick will fix them to both site gates. 
• Plot allocation issues and plot transfers:  The situation was resolved at rent renewal and although 

past decisions stand, care in future will align allocations with the rules on the number of plots per 
member.  The rules have been translated into Cantonese and made available – Actions:  Gus will send 
Nick a copy of the English from which the translation was made; Verity will post the translations.   

• Bonfires.  The ban on plot-based fires seems to be working.  A letter was sent to one member who had 
failed to comply in the past.  A translation into Cantonese is posted on all notice boards.  The plot 
holder nearest the fire site is unhappy about the posts used to designate the site – Actions:  Sue will 
check the position of the site to ensure it is not encroaching on plots and Verity will talk to Eric about 
where the poles designating the site came from.   

• The blue Audi which had been parked outside the shop for weeks was removed then returned.  A note 
requests its permanent removal and efforts are being made to trace the owner.   

• Eric has stepped down from the Committee.  Action:  Verity will check whether he will continue to 
mow the roads on £20 Meadow and ask about lending out machinery. Gus currently loans out 
lawnmowers. 

• Reinstatement of paths:  Gus and Jude have marked paths along the left hand side of the main road 
on £20 Meadow.  Several were badly mis-aligned and plot holders have been asked to reinstate them 
within 12 months.  There are no plans to extend the activity unless we receive specific boundary 
complaints. 

• Work party:  The final removal of the shed on plot 85 did not happen – it was postponed due to bad 
weather then cancelled as only one person came. Actions:  Sue will attempt another work party before 
Christmas 2016 and Verity will seek a quote for paying someone to do it.  The Community Service 
(“Payback”) team is again available and has started clearance work on BM but there were no offers for 
oversight of their use on £20 Meadow.  
Longer term, £20 Meadow needs a new approach to site maintenance issues – it’s a large and complex 
site.  Action: Nick will invite Wendy Skinner-Smith to explain how they manage mandatory work 
parties on Cripley Meadows.  Action:  Nick will organize a special meeting or subgroup to discuss and 
resolve the issue of how to manage £20 Meadow.  

• Japanese knotweed:  Action:  Sid will check on progress following his recent discussion with WOCC.  
 
3. Update from 2016 rent collections: 

There are some rents outstanding:  about 20 on £20 Meadow and ‘a handful’ on BM.   Suggestion:  add 
the dates for renewal to the rent cards.  In future, we should consider imposing fines to recognise how 
late payment places extra demands on site secretaries. (Note: requiring a change to the rules at the 
AGM).  This year, there are only a few plot holders who have no contact details– meaning letters have 
to be left on their plots.  This is not satisfactory Action:  Gus will provide a list to Sue of people on £20 
Meadow to ‘target’ for better contact details.   

 
4. Status of vacant plots and uncultivated plots: 

On £20 Meadow, Gus has allocated 8-10 people, 3 or 4 more are likely to take on plots and 5 or 6 plots 
remain unallocated.  On BM, 2.5 plots are unallocated.  The most recent WOCA newsletter advertises 
plots.   

 



“Cultivation” remains a big issue, especially in Year Two renewals. Needed:  more frequent cultivation 
checks and letters to holders of undercultivated on ‘substantial cultivation’ (meaning 50% or more). 
Plots without numbers are hampering identification of non-cultivation.  Actions:  Nick will think about 
a straightforward way to get plots numbered.  Nick and Sue will check and revise the aerial map of £20 
Meadow.   

 
5. The proposal from Low Carbon West Oxford for a project has not triggered plans to collaborate but 

future collaboration on water use and extraction could work.  
 
6. Points to raise in the upcoming Federation meeting:  Nick will mention our changes to the rules on 

bonfires and will give a requested talk about water harvesting and water saving.   
 
7. The Water saving project:  BM is moving closer to being a pilot site for a minimal cost, ‘proof of 

concept’ activity using current resources.  This will test ideas and learn lessons, before wider scale 
implementation.  

 
Date of the next meeting:  10 November 7 PM in WOCC.  Sid to check availability and book.    


